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the comedic 1950s horror film, universal's brides of dracula, is the ultimate victim of its own success. a film that spawned two sequels and a popular television show, the film is regarded as a classic of the genre. it was produced under the banner of universal studios by director tod browning, who had enjoyed a long and successful career producing horror films before his career began to falter in the late 1940s. along with the trio of browning's films, universal would also produce two more dracula films in the 1960s before the character would be eclipsed by dracula's daughter, a horror film that, while criticized for being derivative, was regarded as a cinematic masterpiece. while the character of count dracula continues to be a popular one in popular culture, this film is the best of the universal dracula films, and its influence is apparent in many later films. in this film, the titular
character is played by christopher lee (the second of universal's dracula films to feature the character, the first being 1935's dracula). expanded essay by douglas bonnyman (pdf, 199kb) bela lugosi's final film as dracula is a classic of the genre that is widely regarded as his greatest performance. following his portrayal of the bloodthirsty vampire in son of frankenstein, lugosi took on the role of count dracula in the first dracula film, 1935's dracula, and would play the character in three other movies before retiring from the screen. his dracula character continued to be played by other actors for the next decade before being reinvented as a new character in 1938's dracula's daughter, a film that would become a true classic. while the character of dracula is generally believed to have been inspired by the novel dracula by bram stoker, the character of dracula found in the

literature is not a vampire, but a mesmerist, a type of mesmerism developed by mesmer that focuses on the voluntary control of the body's various functions. expanded essay by andrs lnrt (pdf, 283kb)
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benny's video was an independently produced film, featuring john boyega as a new york-based african american teenager with a love for rap music. at the time of its release, his single "i do" was the number one hip-hop song in the country. this is the story of a young man, inspired by both his love of hip-hop and his love for the opposite sex, who
dreams of creating his own hip-hop record label. after breaking up with his girlfriend, benny's starts working with a young singer, and the two of them decide to start their own label, on the advice of the older, more experienced rap producer (james franco). the film's soundtrack of hip-hop music was nominated for a grammy award, while "i do" won a

grammy for best rap solo performance and a soul train music award for best r&b/soul or rap new artist of the year. expanded essay by brian brooks (pdf, 248kb) the brothers bloom, directed by french filmmaker jean-pierre and luc dardenne, is a quiet, unassuming film about a third-generation immigrant family who, upon the death of their father,
struggles to come to terms with their own mortality and the imminent loss of their home. the dardennes make their first american feature, which, like all their films, is based on a true story. expanded essay by daniel engber (pdf, 1.1mb) three colors: red, the third film by the dardenne brothers, is a somber and contemplative story about a man who,

after losing his wife in a car crash, appears to take his own life. the film is a semi-autobiographical meditation on the psychological mechanisms underlying the choices we make in life. red is a political thriller that is, essentially, a three-act play. with a screenplay credited to anne fontaine, the film was the most expensive french film of all time, and, after
being heavily edited, it premiered at cannes, with a political protest organized by the french communist party. expanded essay by david denby (pdf, 2.6mb) 5ec8ef588b
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